Abstract-A method for Bayesian image reconstruction from projections is presented. The method incorporates a priori uniform or nonuniform source distribution probabilistic information and data fluctuations of a Poisson nature. The a priori uniform and nonuniform source distributions are modeled in terms of apriori source probability density functions. Maximum aposten'ori probability solutions are given, as determined by a system of equations. Iterative Bayesian imaging algorithms for the solutions are derived, by treating the apn'on' source information as additional constraints to supplement the data likelihood information, via an expectation maximization technique. Comparisons of the a priori uniform and nonuniform Bayesian algorithms to the maximum likelihood algorithm are carried out using computer generated noise-free and Poisson randomized projections. Improvement in image reconstruction from projections with the Bayesian algorithms is demonstrated. Superior results are obtained using the a priori nonuniform source distribution.
INTRODUCTION
T has been recognized that Bayesian analysis has the I advantage, in image processing, of considering both the statistical nature of data measurements and the a priori source distribution information in terms of probability density functions [ 11-[4] . Most previous Bayesian work in image processing assumed a Gaussian a priori probability distribution to characterize the source distribution and data noise. The Gibbs, Poisson, and Gamma a priori source distributions have also been considered in the literature [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] , [ 5 ] , [6] . Recently we proposed a statistical model of a priori source distribution [7] , [8] , intended to reflect the intrinsic probabilistic information of the source distribution. By incorporating a priori uniform and nonuniform probability distributions into the statistical model, two image information functions were obtained [9] . Under a principle of maximum a priori probability, the two image information functions strongly resemble the entropy forms defined by Shannon [lo] and Kullback et al. [ 111, respectively. Since the assumptions made in the statistical model are very general, it is valid and applicable in many image processing problems. However, an appropriate estimate of the a priori source inforManuscript received April 7, 1988; revised March 15, 1989 . This work was supported by the National Cancer Institute, DHHS, under Grant CA33541, and by the Duke-North Carolina NSF Engineering Research Center (CDR-862220 I) .
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mation must be developed for each specific application. The principle objectives ofthis paper are as follows: 1) to develop a Bayesian image processing (BIP) algorithm which incorporates the a priori image information described above;
2) to demonstrate the validity of the a priori image information in selected image processing problems;
3) to compare the BIP algorithms and the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm [12] , [13] in the problem of image reconstruction from computer generated projections.
It is noted that the iterative BIP approach via the expectation maximization (EM) technique [ 141 presented in this paper uses the a priori source information as additional constraints to supplement the data likelihood information. A BIP approach via the recursive Picard technique [ 151, which treats the data likelihood information as additional constraints to supplement the a priori image information, is in preparation [ 
161.

A PRIORI IMAGE INFORMATION A N D BAYESIAN
The source distribution region is, as usual in digital image processing, divided into J source elements (or voxeh) . Each voxel has an average value over its volume, { +J }, j = 1, 2, . . * , J. In nuclear isotope imaging, 4J stands for the Gamma photon emission from voxel j per unit time at time = 0 (at time = 0 means that the decay of the nuclear isotope should be considered and corrected, if necessary); in X-ray imaging, it represents the attenuation density of voxel j ; and in optical picture processing, it is the radiance value of voxel j . For simplicity, in the following sections, 4J is referred to generally as the density of voxel j or "quanta" in voxel j .
If the voxel densities { 4J } are quantized into density units (or photon "quanta"), then +J represents the number of quanta in voxel j . If the total number of quanta N = C, 4, can be assumed to be fixed, the image density distribution can then be characterized as a multinomial random process in which the N quanta distribute randomly over the J voxels. The form of this distribution is well known in the field of applied mathematics (see [ 171, [ 181, for example) . In this paper, we use this distribution to model the a priori source information and apply it to the ALGORITHMS 0278-0062/89/0900-0227$01 .OO @ 1989 IEEE problem of image reconstruction from projections. Let p, represent the a priori probability of a quantum falling in voxel j . The a priori source distribution probability is then expressed as [6]-[8] where + is the voxel vector @ = { 4; }.
The a priori probability P ( @) of (1) reflects a statistical random process of image density distribution given the a priori probabilistic distribution information { pJ } . The multinomial law of (1) by referring to the multinomial law of (1), (2) may be interpreted as an a priori source distribution probability assuming that each quantum has the same probability (or pJ = 1 /J ) of occurring in any voxel [7] ; using this assumption and (l), a constant of proportionality (or normalization) can be derived as follows:
The number of ways [i.e., W(+)] that the quanta { 4, } may be distributed within the J voxels multiplied by this constant of proportionality can then be interpreted as a probability. Since the underlying assumptions of the quantization of image density and the random distribution of the quanta made in (1) are very general, P ( +) can also be applied to many fields, if the a priori probability { pJ } can be appropriately estimated [6j- [9] , [27] , [28] . By the definition of probability
(i.e., with very large number N , there are quanta falling into voxel j ), it can be assumed that the a priori probability may be approximated as: 
By use of the Stirling formula
For large K, we can neglect the term [ 1 / 2 In ( 2 7 r K ) j . Using this approximation and the constraint of N = Zj qbJ, function (6) becomes
;
Function (8) 
This expression is the same as Frieden's image entropy function except for a constant [21] . Function (9) strongly resembles the entropy form defined by Shannon [ 101 plus a constant and has the defined contents of image density { +j } and the assumption of uniform a priori probability distribution
was introduced by Shannon as a measure of the missing information, or uncertainty, in a probability distribution { pJ } and is generally used to represent the physical entropy in statistical mechanics. The information functions (8) and (9) reflect two extreme cases: without any other constraints, function (9) specifies a uniform image and function (8) the mean image that one wishes to reconstruct. The mean values {$/ } in function (8) will be estimated and updated (see Appendix A), as shown below in the EM iterative procedure, from initial uniform to nonuniform in a very general man-J ner. Because of the nature of this approach, it can be applied to many image processing problems.
A Bayesian analysis, derived using the image information functions (8) and (9), is given below using Bayes' Law 1321
and a maximum a posteriori probability solution @* is determined by maximizing the Bayesian function g ( @ ) g ( @ ) = I n P ( @ I Y ) = l n P (~( + ) (11) where @ is the source vector as defined previously and Y is the data vector. The measurement probability P ( Y 1 @ )
in (10) It might be easier to understand the image distribution of (1) from (12) . Let R, = a, ] (i.e., assuming that each photon is detected and localized, Y, = +J ), (12) reduces
This measurement is the actual image that obeys Poisson process and maximizes the data likelihood of (12) . Equation (13) is accurate only if the voxel size can be as small as possible. For voxels having finite size, (13) may be expressed as
J Equation (14) (1) and (14) are equivalent. In other words, (1) is more restrictive than (14).
The likelihood function of the data distribution is expressed as [12] L ( Y ( @ ) = I n P ( Y I @ ) = Considering the a priori image information (8) and the data likelihood function (15), the Bayesian function becomes
. (16) Since both the probability functions of (8) and (15) are not accurate unless both the underlying assumptions and { qJ } and { R, } are accurate, the Bayesian function is modified as (17) where $ is an adjustable parameter. This modification is a deliberate ploy to allow an explicit tradeoff in the reconstruction between the likelihood function and the a priori probability function. If the accuracy of both the a priori source probability and the measurement probability have equal confidence levels, $ = 1, otherwise 4 # 1. In this paper, 0 < $ < 1 is assumed for the purpose of treating the a priori source information H ( @ ) as additional constraints to supplement the data likelihood information Since g( @ ) is strictly concave, the Bayesian solution @* of (17) which maximizes the modified Bayesian function g ( @ ) is uniquely determined by a system of equations L(YI @I.
An analytical determination of $ in (18) is discussed in Appendix B and an experimental estimate of 4 is given in a later section. If one neglects the a priori source information or assumes that it is a constant, then P ( @) = constant and Zk( @*) = 0, and (18) 
where X = 1 and d f ) = 4p) -4f-l) are assumed for easy computation and the initial estimate 4;' ) is, as usual, chosen as constant ( N I . / ) . The function Zf) is defined for the nonuniform and uniform a priori information as follows: a) for the nonuniform a priori probabilistic information of (8) b) for the uniform a priori probabilistic information of (9) If there is no a priori source probability information available, i.e., .Zp) = 0, the BIP algorithm (20) reduces to the ML algorithm [12] , [13] , which has been shown to be extremely valuable in certain problems [ 121, [ 131, [25] ,
The adjustable parameter E, appearing in (18) and (20), is defined as a function of iterative index n and source voxel index k as [301,[361, 1371. where A , B , v, and r are constants. The dependence of ti") on index n allows one to impose the effect of the a priori information H ( +) smoothly. After the quantity [ A n v / ( B + n')] reaches its maximal value, E:"' is fixed to this value for all further iterations. Since the first term E, Rlk in the denominator of (20) may change from voxel to voxel, 4: "' = 2, Rlk of (24) is assumed to ensure that H ( +) is imposed relatively uniformly on all voxels. The functional dependence of ti"' on the iterative index n is quite important in obtaining the optimal solution. If the a priori source information is accurately known, tjn) should be a monotonic sigmoidal function of index n, and A , B , and v = 7 can vary significantly without affecting the solution. If the a priori information is only approximately estimated, the choice of A , B , v, and 7 is quite important for optimal results, and their values can vary only in certain intervals for a particular imaging situation. The theoretical determination of these constants is quite complicated and requires more computation time as shown in Appendix B. A few examples for choosing these constants experimentally have been given [ 11, [2] , [29] . In general, the less accurate the a priori source information, the smoother the dependence of tin) on n, and the smaller the maximal value of ti"'. With incorrect a priori information, artifacts in the BIP reconstruction have been observed [2], [6]- [9] , [29 [35] . Note that although the approximation of 4 k = dz) + in (21) is assumed for easy computation, other approximations can be used 1291.
The BIP algorithm of (20), given the uniform and nonuniform a priori information (23) and (22), respectively, is applied to computer generated noise-free and Poisson randomized projections in the following section.
COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
The BIP algorithms of (20) with (22) and (23), respectively, were tested and compared to the ML algorithm [12] - [13] in two different imaging situations: 1) computer generated noise-free data; and 2) Poisson randomized data. Fig. 1 shows the simulated phantom { SJ } containing four hot disks of 4 quanta each and a cold disk of 2 quanta, superimposed upon a uniform background of 3 quanta. The five disks each have a radius of five voxels. The elliptical phantom is contained in a rectangular region divided into 64 X 64 voxels. The density outside the elliptical phantom is zero. To illustrate the effect of suppressing the unpredictable noise with Bayesian analysis, the deterministic effects of finite spatial resolution, attenuation, scattering, and collimator divergence were ignored, since the inclusion of them is largely a matter of introducing a more complicated R, matrix [38] . The noisefree projections were calculated using the summation {EJ RuSJ } for a parallel beam geometry consisting of 64 equally-spaced projection angles in the interval [0, 1801 degrees, with 64 equally-spaced rays per projection. The R, was chosen as the intersection length of projection ray i and voxel j (i.e., the element of the projection matrix If the mean density distribution { qJ } is assumed to be the phantom of Fig. 1 (i. e., the a priori mean density is accurately known), only one iteration was needed in the case of noise-free projections and a few iterations in the case of noisy projections to produce very good quality images with the a priori nonuniform BIP algorithm of (20) and (22). For these results, the following values of A , B , v, and T were used: A = 1 to 10, B = 1 to 100, v = T = 1 to 3. In practice, there is no such a priori information available. This paper provides a possible way to estimate the means { $, } and the adjustable parameter [ in carrying out the Bayesian solution %* via the BIP algorithm (20). The means are estimated using prior iterated Bayesian results starting from a uniform initial estimate, and the adjustable parameter was chosen much smoother as shown below. Other ways to determine the means and the adjustable parameter can be more general at the expense of computation time (see Appendixes A and B). (20) and (22)] to the noisefree projections after 10 iterations. In the case of noisefree data (very strong a priori information), convergence to the phantom is ensured if the projection matrix R has at least as many rows (projection rays) as columns (voxels) and is full rank. Thus, it is not necessary to utilize additional constraints. It is valuable to consider other constraints only if they can speed up the convergence. For that purpose the mean values {TI } were updated, from a uniform initial estimate, by [21, [61-[91, [291 - qIJ = q I y + p.djn) (25) where the factor p > 0 serves to advance the mean and therefore speed up convergence via overrelaxation. The value p = 2 was used for Fig. 2 . The constants of A = 1, B = 100, v = 0.5, and T = 1 were chosen in carrying out the results of the BIP algorithms for finite iterations ( 1500). After 250 iterations, 4:"' = 0.045 C, RI, was assumed. The a priori uniform BIP algorithm [ (22) and (23)] produces the similar image of Fig. 2 for the noisefree data after 10 iterations. Fig. 3 shows the image obtained using the ML algorithm [12] , [13] after 10 iterations for the noise-free data. The BIP algorithms showed more rapid convergence. If v = 1 and 7 = 0.5 were used, artifacts in the BIP images were observed.
A. Results from Noise-Free Projections
The three algorithms were run up to 500 iterations; monotonic convergence was observed. The convergence process can be quantitatively specified by a root-meansquare-error test function [I], [9] Fig. 2. The image reconstructed using the a priori nonuniform BIP algorithm [ (20) and (22)] after 10 iterations for the noise-free projections. -mean-square-error (26) in the case of noise-free projections for the ML (ml, dotted line), uniform BIP of (20) and (23) (bip-u, broken line), and nonuniform BIP (bip-n, solid line) algorithms.
useful to infroduce a modified root-mean-square-error test function for images having sharp boundaries and reconstructed from noisy projections [29] , [39] where the weighting process is expressed as s, = c W V S j c wij,
and wj-2,' = 0.2, W j -I , , = 0.5, wj,j = 1.0, w j + l , j --0.5, wj+2,j = 0.2 and similarly for $:("'. Note that the 3)'' in (27) is different from $' in (25). The smoothing of (28) and (29), for each iteration, is used to minimize the effect of a small shift between neighboring voxels. For example, if a voxel j has the strength 4, = S' >> 0 and is shifted one position j + 1 where SJ+ I = 0, the test function (26) will give a large value that is not consistent with visual observation. Fig. 5 shows the results of the test function (27) in the case of Fig. 4 . Note that smoothing the iterated ML results [or &((") of (28) and (29)] to suppress noise and artifacts is not the same as averaging the prior iterated BIP results locally to estimate the a priori means { 3' }. The solid line in Fig. 4 represents the test function (26) for the nonuniform BIP algorithm and the dotted line in Fig. 5 represents the same test function for the smoothed ML algorithm. The difference between the two methods is more apparent in the presence of noisy data.
B. Results from Poisson Randomized Projections
Figs. 6 and 7 show the images reconstructed using the nonuniform BIP and ML algorithms, respectively, for the Poisson randomized projections after 20 iterations. In the noisy situation, the mean value 3, of voxel j was estimated by averaging over its nearby voxels, utilizing a priori local correlation information as discussed in Appendix A [2], 161- [9] , [25] , [29] , [30] . In one-dimensional notation, the average over nearby voxels is expressed as
where m represents the iterative index. If m = n , the average is done after each iteration. In carrying out the nonuniform BIP result of Fig. 6 , m was chosen to update the mean values after every 5 iterations to save computation time. T,-= 1 was used in Fig. 6 for easy calculation; the means { 4' } were smoothed locally in this choice of TI, .
Other choices can be more general than T!j = 1 and will still be easy to compute. For example, a Gaussian form could be used. With finite full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), a Gaussian form T,, has nonuniform weights over the nearby neighborhood. More elaborate { T,' } that consider the structure of the local correlation are discussed in Appendix A and [40] . The overrelaxation of (25), #("I + pdjn), can be averaged by { TI' } to estimate the means in the case of data containing noise. In this approach, the rate of convergence is accelerated while the { TI' } preserve the a priori concept that there is a local correlation between neighboring voxels. After 20 iterations, the ML image begins to be noisy. The uniform BIP algorithm of (20) and (23) has better convergence performance, compared to ML, but the image noise can still be observed. The image noise is significantly suppressed with the nonuniform BIP algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6 . No divergence was observed up to 100 iterations with the nonuniform BIP algorithm.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the convergence of the three algorithms using the test functions (26) and (27), respectively, for the case of noisy projections. The curves of the modified test function (27) match more closely the visual observation of the iterated images because it includes not only the amplitude but also the spatial components of the images as mentioned after (29). The solid line in Fig. 8 and the dotted line of Fig. 9 contrast the difference between averaging for the a priori mean with the BIP algorithm and smoothing the iterated results with the ML algorithm using the same test function (26).
A complete discussion on stopping criteria is beyond the scope of this paper [36] , [37] . Based upon the choices of the constants of the adjustable parameter tjn) of (24), and the average update {$, } of (30), both the test func- tions (26) and (27) It is noted that the iterative EM scheme and the estimation of the mean values were implemented in a very general manner, and the BIP algorithm of (20)- (24) can be applied to many image processing problems.
CONCLUSION
A Bayesian image reconstruction method has been presented. It uses the a priori uniform or nonuniform image density distribution probabilistic information as additional constraints to supplement the data likelihood information. The likelihood information considers the measurement fluctuations of a Poisson nature. The a priori image information was modeled as a multinomial random process based on general assumptions of image density quantization [see (l) ] . The estimation of the a priori mean image density information was carried out in a very general manner such that it can be used in many image processing problems. Since the deterministic effects of finite spatial resolution, attenuation, scattering, and collimator divergence can be accounted for in the same way for both the ML and BIP approaches, the advantage of incorporating the a priori source information with BIP to suppress noise and artifacts is obvious. At a given iteration number, superior images were obtained with the nonuniform a priori image density distribution information. Application of the nonuniform BIP algorithm to Monte Carlo simulation and experimental phantom imaging data is being reported elsewhere [4 11, [42] .
APPENDIX A ESTIMATION OF THE A PRIORI MEANS { qJ ]
The a priori source distribution of (1) provides an easy way to consider more restrictive a priori information via the probability distribution { pJ }. In general, the a priori probability distribution { pJ } would be uniform from a voxel to its neighboring voxels in a homogeneous region, and nonuniform at the boundaries of those homogeneous regions due to physical interaction and structural correlation [43] , [44] . This a priori source information of local correlation may be interpreted as either continuity if the neighbors change rather smoothly, or discontinuity otherwise [28] , [40] . In this paper, ( 5 ) provides an appropriate interpretation via the means { qJ }. Mathematically, the neighbors are classified as first-order, second-order, and so on. The further away the neighbors, the weaker the correlation. The first-order correlation for voxel ( i , j ) (in two dimensions) is among the first-order neighbors ( i , j + 1 ) and ( i f 1, j ) . The weight factor { T,] } of (30) serves the purpose of considering the local correlation. In general, T,] +(i, j ) . In this paper, we incorporate the a priori local correlation information into the EM iterative process by weighting the prior BIP results by T,] [the simple choice is (30)] starting from a uniform estimated initial. If even more restrictive a priori information (for example, specific source pattern information) were available, a different approach would then be used 
